Conventional Parlors vs. Robots
A workshop on how to evaluate your options

Wednesday, November 9, 2016
7pm -9pm
St. Lawrence County BOCES
40 W. Street
Canton, NY 13617

Cost is $35 if register by November 1
and $40 at the door.

Register online at
https://reg.cce.cornell.edu/_10512

◊ Jason Karsazes will teach the analysis of the per unit cost of
harvesting milk for both conventional parlors and a robot
parlor.
◊ Will look at the total capital investments involved with each
parlor and how those affect net worth and future plans.
◊ This is a workshop interactive class, so definaelty come with
questions!!
◊ Workshop will include printed materials, and evening
refreshments.

For more information contact Kelsey O’Shea at 315.379.9192
or email kio3@cornell.edu.
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